
Cascades along the Business Cycle

The red triangle is the initial seed (i.e. the institution starting the contagion), that moves

exogenously from state 0 (no default) to state 1 (default). Circles are vulnerable nodes (i.e. nodes

that move to state 1 if hit by a shock) and squares are resilient nodes (i.e. nodes that never move to

state 1). Green nodes are in state 0 while blue nodes are in state 1. The cascade is composed by the

initial seed and by all blue nodes.

Intuition: a cascade in action

A moment generating function approach

to the modelization of networks
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Modelling complex networks: real banking 

newtork v.s. implied DSGE banking networks A state-of-the-art DSGE model with 

frictions (Gertler & Karadi 2011)

IRFs of probability and size of contagion after

real and financial shocks

Active policies: immunization (i.e. supply funds to banks in distress) and leaning

against the network (i.e. let the target rate respond to financial conditions)
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This paper models cascades (sequences) of contagion on financial markets. The default of one

institution can create a «domino effect» involving its direct and indirect partners. The size and

probability of such an event are endogenous and depend on how institution are connected. To

generate a cascade model, therefore, it is necessary to model the interbank banking network

(left) and integrate it into a state-of-the-art DSGE model (right).
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The interbank network is incorporated into a standard DSGE model

with frictions on real and financial frictions. Network measures

describe the aggregate state of the financial system in each period.


